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Abstract Biodiversity Information Systems (BISs) involve
all kinds of heterogeneous data, which include ecological
and geographical features. However, available information
systems offer very limited support for managing these kinds
of data in an integrated fashion. Furthermore, such systems
do not fully support image content (e.g., photos of land-
scapes or living organisms) management, a requirement of
many BIS end-users. In order to meet their needs, these
users—e.g., biologists, environmental experts—often have
to alternate between separate biodiversity and image in-
formation systems to combine information extracted from
them. This hampers the addition of new data sources, as well
as cooperation among scientists. The approach provided in
this paper to meet these issues is based on taking advan-
tage of advances in digital library innovations to integrate
networked collections of heterogeneous data. It focuses on
creating the basis for a next-generation BIS, combining new
techniques of content-based image retrieval and database
query processing mechanisms. This paper shows the use of
this component-based architecture to support the creation of
two tailored BIS systems dealing with fish specimen iden-
tification using search techniques. Experimental results sug-
gest that this new approach improves the effectiveness of the
fish identification process, when compared to the traditional
key-based method.
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1 Introduction

Environmental changes have emerged as an important ques-
tion in the global agenda. In order to support the design of
policies for environmental management and ecosystem bal-
ance, it is necessary to get an accurate view of existing con-
ditions, and to understand the complex changes that occur
at all levels in the planet. One essential step toward creat-
ing appropriate scenarios is to collect relevant data about the
environment and to develop information systems to man-
age and derive knowledge from these data. These systems
must furthermore combine newly gathered data with his-
torical and legacy information (e.g., from distinct kinds of
archives), through unified management. Therefore, scien-
tists concerned with environmental issues must seek support
from a large set of systems. This, of course, brings about all
kinds of interoperability problems due to system mismatch,
data diversity, and variety of user profiles.

One representative example of such problems appears in
the context of biodiversity, where expert end-users must con-
tend with at least two kinds of unrelated systems: Biodiver-
sity Information Systems (BISs) and image information sys-
tems. The latter involve software that allow users to manage
images’ content (e.g., patterns, shape, color, texture). In the
biodiversity context, they are adopted by scientists for their
image archives and to help them identify species.

A Biodiversity Information Systems (BISs) (e.g., [1–3])
is an environmental information system that manages huge
sets of geographic data as well as large databases concern-
ing species (e.g., natural history collections, field obser-
vation records, experimental data). Geo-related data con-
cern all kinds of geophysical information, provided both by
ground surveys and by remote sensing. Most BISs are con-
cerned with determining the spatial distribution of one or
more living species, and the spatiotemporal correlations and
trends of these distributions. This requires combining data
on species (when and where they are observed, by whom and
how) with geographic data that characterize the ecosystems
where the species are observed. An example of a standard
spatial query in a biodiversity system is “Show the areas in
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the ‘Amazon basin’ where the fish species Cichla Ocellaris
has been observed”. Besides being heterogeneous in nature
(encompassing flora and fauna and the geophysical descrip-
tions of their habitats), these data also are heterogeneous in
other aspects – such as regarding spatiotemporal granularity
or storage format.

Drawings and photos of species also may be used in
this context. They are stored apart in the system’s data files,
and treated as auxiliary documentation, usually retrieved by
species’ name. Generally, images are accessed only via tex-
tual (metadata) queries, without support for content-based
image retrieval, e.g., “Show all photos of fish species Cichla
Ocellaris.”

If, on the other hand, a scientist starts from incomplete
pictorial information – e.g., just a photo of a fish specimen –
he/she will have to resort to an image information system to
request “Retrieve all database images containing fish with
contour shaped like that in the photo”. Once likely candi-
dates are identified, the scientist then can continue work by
turning to a BIS. Complex biodiversity queries actually may
require switching several times across systems.

The goal of the work presented in this paper was to com-
bine research on image processing, databases, and digital li-
braries to provide biodiversity researchers with a BIS that
seamlessly integrates queries involving both image content
and textual data. In such a context, users just will need to
provide an image as input (e.g., the photo of a fish) and re-
quest the system to “Retrieve all database images obtained
from ‘Randall’s tank photos’ containing fish with contour
shaped like that in the photo, and that are found in the ‘Ama-
zon basin”’.

To this end, we present a generic digital library (DL)
architecture for managing heterogeneous data about living
beings and their ecosystems. These data involve not only
textual and location features, but also images. A key no-
tion considered is that of a DL component, a specially de-
signed software module that encapsulates specific function-
ality, thereby supporting modularity, flexibility, and reuse in
constructing the DL infrastructure. Due to its component-
based design, our architecture circumvents the interoperabil-
ity and system-switching problems discussed. To illustrate
the use of this architecture in a real application, it has been
instantiated to support the creation of a BIS for fish species.
The goal of that BIS is to help researchers on ichthyology to
identify fish specimen by using search techniques offered by
the architecture.

The two main contributions of this paper are (a) a generic
architecture for managing heterogeneous collections, based
on digital library components, to access biodiversity data
sources (text and images), that allows combining text-based
and content-based queries in a seamless way; and (b) a new
configurable component, for content-based image search,
which has been integrated into that architecture.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
characterizes the proposed architecture, including its search
components. Section 3 describes preliminary experiments
conducted to validate the architecture. Section 4 briefly

comments on related research. Section 5 presents conclu-
sions and summarizes ongoing and future work.

2 Architecture

This section presents our generic architecture for manag-
ing heterogeneous biodiversity data in an integrated fash-
ion. Our starting point is the assumption that the source data
are stored in a network of heterogeneous collections orga-
nized in a digital library. This architecture takes into ac-
count two kinds of collections: domain-specific and image
databases. Clearly, this architecture can be instantiated for
managing data of different domains. For example, for an
information system dealing with data on fish, the image-
related data might include fish photos, while the domain-
specific collection might contain data about fish taxonomy,
morphologic descriptions, and habitats. For another system
handling medicinal plant data, the image-related collection
might contain plant photos, while its domain-specific collec-
tion might include descriptions of plant medicinal properties
and known side effects.

Furthermore, other relevant domains, such as art and cul-
tural imaging or biomedical information systems, can take
advantage of the proposed generic architecture to combine
text-based and content-based queries in a seamless way. In
the former domain, image-related data would comprise art
images (photos) while domain-specific collections might in-
clude data about authors, historic context, painting technique
descriptions, etc. In the second case, medical images (such
as X-rays or tomography scans) can be combined with tex-
tual data on patients, plus statistical and diagnostic informa-
tion to help physicians in a clinical decision-making process.

2.1 Main modules

Figure 1 shows our digital library architecture. It includes a
set of search services (service providers) which are executed
over heterogeneous data collections (data providers).

This architecture has been instantiated using digital li-
brary components developed at Virginia Tech. It uses the
Open Archives Initiative (OAI) protocol [4, 5] as a basis for
interoperability. OAI is an HTTP- and XML-based protocol
for metadata harvesting. It supports digital library interoper-
ability via a two-party model. At one end, data providers use
the OAI protocol to publish structured data and metadata,
in various forms. At the other end, service providers use the
OAI protocol to harvest and process the metadata delivered
by data providers, and to add value in the form of services.

The main modules interact as follows. The original data
sources are stored in image and domain-specific databases.
These collections must be pre-processed in order to generate
their respective (open) archives (arrows labeled 1 in Fig. 1):
the Image Archive for the image collection and the Domain-
Specific Archive for the domain-specific collection. Archives
contain metadata and content descriptors, which speed up
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retrieval of the original data sources. Pre-processing is per-
formed by batch programs that convert the original data
sources into XML files. XML Data Provider Components
(XDPC) are used to disseminate these XML files from OAI
archives (arrows labeled 2), so that these XML files can
be accessed through OAI requests (arrows labeled 3). An
archive and its respective data provider can be seen as a data
provider component. The data provider for the image collec-
tion is named Image Data Provider Component (IDPC). The
Domain-Specific Data Provider Component (DSDPC) is the
“complex data provider” for the domain-specific collection.

Search components process queries against these
archives. Queries are specified in terms of HTTP requests
(arrows 4). A Metadata-Based Search Component (MBSC)
handles both image metadata and domain-specific informa-
tion. A Content-Based Image Search Component (CBISC)
handles image content descriptors expressed in terms of fea-
ture vectors, which can be accessed either locally or re-
motely. In the former case, the CBISC can directly access
these files (arrow 7). In the latter, they are accessed via the
Image Data Provider Component (arrow 3).

These search components are activated by the Combiner
Component (CombinerC). The Combiner receives a query as
input (arrow 5), decomposes it into sub-queries, dispatches
them to the search components, combines their results in a
suitable way, and then returns a final answer to the interface
layer for result presentation (arrow 6).

The interface layer is not discussed in this paper. An ini-
tial effort to provide users with semantically meaningful re-
sult presentations in CBIR systems is described in [6]. Here
follows a description of the other modules.

2.2 Data providers

The Image Data Provider Component (IDPC) and the
Domain-Specific Data Provider Component (DSDPC) are
“complex components” responsible for managing archives,
using OAI-compliant XML data providers.

2.2.1 Archives

In this paper, the term “archive” is used to denote a reposi-
tory of well-structured stored information; these repositories
contain sets of XML files. Two different archives are con-
templated in the architecture: Image Archive and Domain-
Specific Archive. The Image Archive comprises image meta-
data and image content descriptors (feature vectors), while
the Domain-Specific Archive concerns metadata related to a
specific domain.

2.2.2 XML data provider component (XDPC)

XMLFile [7, 8] is an OAI-based component which is used
for each XML Data Provider in the architecture. Basically,
XMLFile is a Perl module that creates an OAI-compliant
repository (data provider) to publish a set of XML files as
an OAI archive. Its layout and configuration afford a clean
separation between the data provider engine, the configura-
tion data, and the data being published. This component does
not require any specific metadata format to encode the XML
files.

2.3 Search components

The architecture uses two different search components:
a metadata-based search component called ESSEX
(Sect. 2.3.1) and a content-based image search compo-
nent (Sect. 2.3.2).

2.3.1 Metadata-based search component (MBSC)

The ESSEX vector-space search engine [9] optimized for
digital libraries is being used with our metadata. ESSEX
is a componentized search engine. ESSEX acts as the
core portion of an Open Digital Library (ODL [8]) search
component, answering requests transmitted through an
extended OAI (XOAI) protocol. ESSEX, available as open
source software, was primarily developed for the CITIDEL
(Computing and Information Technology Interactive Dig-
ital Educational Library) project [10], and now also is
being used in the PlanetMath project [11]. In ESSEX, all
information is indexed in “chunks” associated with field
names, where chunks may correspond to XML elements
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in a metadata record. Its high speed is the result both of
keeping index structures in memory and using a background
daemon model based on socket communication with the DL
application.

2.3.2 Content-based image search component (CBISC)

The CBISC is a new search component we created to han-
dle queries based on image content. It supports collections
of image information as a Content-Based Image Retrieval
(CBIR) system. These systems can be characterized as fol-
lows. Assume that we have a database containing a large
number of images. Given a user-defined query pattern (e.g.,
a query image), the system must retrieve a list of the images
from the database that are most “similar,” according to the
image content (i.e., the objects represented therein and their
properties, such as shape, color, and texture). Even though
many other content-based retrieval systems exist [12–14],
they do not take advantage of the component philosophy.
Thus, they are not amenable to easy reuse in distinct sit-
uations. Our proposal has the advantage of encapsulating
CBIR functionality into a DL component, thereby ensuring
its reusability and integration in other DL-based systems. In
fact, as will be seen, the CBISC can be configured easily
by experts, as they adapt it to distinct domains and require-
ments.

A typical CBIR solution requires the construction of im-
age descriptors, which are characterized by (i) an extraction
algorithm to encode image features into a feature vector; and
(ii) a similarity measure to compare two images based on
the distance between the corresponding feature vectors. The
similarity measure is a matching function (e.g., using Eu-
clidean distance), which gives the degree of similarity for a

given pair of images represented by their feature vectors, of-
ten defined as an inverse function of the distance, that is, the
larger the distance value, the less similar the images.

Figure 2 shows an overview of our CBISC component.
It receives as input an HTTP request (arrow labeled 1 in
Fig. 2) which specifies a query in terms of the query pat-
tern (query image), chosen descriptor, and kind of query (see
Sect. 2.3.3). The CBISC starts processing a query by extract-
ing a feature vector from the query image (module labeled
A in Fig. 2). This extraction process requires validating the
proposed query against the CBISC configuration file (arrow
2) and searching for the appropriate Extraction Algorithm in
the Descriptor Library (arrow 3). The validation process in-
volves checking the input query parameters accordingly to
the CBISC configuration. For example, it checks if a de-
scriptor defined in the HTTP request is supported by the
CBISC or if the input image matches the image type (col-
orful or binary) expected by the image descriptor used in the
query.

Next, the query image feature vector is used to rank the
database images according to their similarity to the query
image (module B). This step relies on either a Distance
Computation Algorithm (arrow 5) taking into account the
feature vectors of all images in the database (arrow 7), or
using an appropriate index structure (arrow 6). Images are
indexed in the CBISC according to their feature vectors by
using the M-tree [15] index structure to speed up retrieval
and distance computation. The M-Tree Library in Fig. 2 is
a repository of M-Trees. Its implementation is based on the
eXtensible and fleXible Library (XXL) [16, 17]. Finally, the
most similar database images are ranked (module C) and the
CBISC returns an XML file containing this ranked list (ar-
row 9).
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The following sections present the kinds of queries
CBISC supports (Sect. 2.3.3) and the steps necessary to con-
figure and install the CBISC (Sect. 2.3.4).

2.3.3 CBISC requests

Our CBISC ODL component is an OAI-like search compo-
nent which aims at supporting queries on image content. As
in the OAI protocol [4, 5], queries are submitted via HTTP
requests. However, we generalized this to an extended OAI
(XOAI) protocol for image search, that fits into the ODL
framework [18, 19]. As is typical with XOAI protocols, each
request specifies the Internet host of the HTTP server and
gives a list of key-value pairs. Two special requests (“verbs”)
are supported by this image search component:

1. ListDescriptors: This verb is used to retrieve the list of
image descriptors supported by our CBISC. No argu-
ments are required for this verb.

2. GetImages: This verb is used to retrieve a set of im-
ages by taking into account their contents. Required ar-
guments specify the query image, the descriptors to be
used, and the kind of query. The CBISC supports two
kinds of queries:

– in a K-nearest neighbor query (KNNQ), the user
specifies the number k of images to be retrieved clos-
est to the query pattern; and

– in a range query (RQ), the user defines a search ra-
dius r , retrieving each database image whose dis-
tance to the query pattern is less than r .

The responses to these verbs are encoded in XML.

2.3.4 CBISC installation

The CBISC installation is performed by the so-called CBISC
Designer, shown in Fig. 2. The designer is an expert in
the application domain, who is responsible for tuning the
CBISC parameters to specific needs. This fine tuning en-
sures that the CBISC can be coupled seamlessly to distinct
systems that require content-based retrieval and that take
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advantage of DLs. This process requires three preliminary
phases: Image Descriptor Identification, Feature Vector Ex-
traction, and CBISC XML Configuration.

– Image Descriptor Identification
Image descriptors vary with the application domain and
expert requirements. Thus, in order to identify appropri-
ate image descriptors (used in extraction and distance
computation algorithms), experts must perform a set of
small experiments, prior to installation. The experimen-
tal results are analyzed to evaluate image descriptors in
terms of efficiency and effectiveness for a given collec-
tion of images.
Descriptors are typically domain and usage-dependent.
Thus, a given image can be associated with very many
descriptors. Many CBIR methods only support a fixed
set of descriptors. CBISC, on the other hand, allows pro-
gressive extension of the descriptor base.

– Feature Vectors Extraction
Once suitable descriptors have been identified, their
extraction algorithms are executed against the image
database, generating a set of XML files containing
the feature vectors for each image. Again, this step is
performed prior to component configuration. Figure 3
presents an XML schema for the feature vector infor-
mation, using the XMLSpy notation [20]. Basically, a
feature vector XML file contains information related to:
the image name, descriptor name, type of feature vector
(1D or 2D curve), and feature vectors themselves (rep-
resented in terms of a curve – double vectors). A fea-
ture vector can be accessed either locally or remotely.
In the former case, the CBISC can access directly these
files (arrow 7 in Fig. 1). In the latter, they are accessed
through the Image Data Provider Component (arrow 3
in Fig. 1).
Note that our approach relies on the use of image de-
scriptors whose representation is encoded in feature vec-
tors. We plan to redefine the feature vector XML schema
so that it can encode other kinds of representations (e.g.,
graphs [21]).
One of the most important features of the CBISC is
its flexibility in supporting different kinds of image
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF8"?>
<feature_vector:Feature_Vector xmlns:feature_vector="http://feathers.dlib.vt.edu/~rtorres/"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchemainstance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://feathers.dlib.vt.edu/~rtorres/
http://feathers.dlib.vt.edu/~rtorres/feature_vector.xsd">
<feature_vector::ImageName>fish0.pgm</feature_vector:ImageName>
<feature_vector:DescriptorName> ContourMSFractalDimension <feature_vector:DescriptorName>
<feature_vector:Type> 1 <feature_vector:Type>
<feature_vector:Curve>

<feature_vector:Nelements> 25 <feature_vector:Nelements>
<feature_vector:Curve1D>

<feature_vector:X>
<feature_vector:value> 0.95105259594482394192 <feature_vector:value>
<feature_vector:value> 0.98551214588154611995 <feature_vector:value>
<feature_vector:value> 1.00415492765507829986 <feature_vector:value>
<feature_vector:value> 1.00931032237937512441 <feature_vector:value>
<feature_vector:value> 1.00583781572741104426 <feature_vector:value>
<feature_vector:value> 0.99965178734378001835 <feature_vector:value>
<feature_vector:value> 0.99641700001218280747 <feature_vector:value>
<feature_vector:value> 1.00053413846216399108 <feature_vector:value>
<feature_vector:value> 1.01448051045546439042 <feature_vector:value>
<feature_vector:value> 1.03852447143279436048 <feature_vector:value>
<feature_vector:value> 1.07079326852664902248 <feature_vector:value>
<feature_vector:value> 1.10764282015553083838 <feature_vector:value>
<feature_vector:value> 1.14425445370911771370 <feature_vector:value>
<feature_vector:value> 1.17536781601217832360 <feature_vector:value>
<feature_vector:value> 1.19605104931866845774 <feature_vector:value>
<feature_vector:value> 1.20240888953449820420 <feature_vector:value>
<feature_vector:value> 1.19213659320168563482 <feature_vector:value>
<feature_vector:value> 1.16484253548940630552 <feature_vector:value>
<feature_vector:value> 1.12208494304478412218 <feature_vector:value>
<feature_vector:value> 1.06709853303495583177 <feature_vector:value>
<feature_vector:value> 1.00422482309135441270 <feature_vector:value>
<feature_vector:value> 0.93810555611087775851 <feature_vector:value>
<feature_vector:value> 0.87275204902189629230 <feature_vector:value>
<feature_vector:value> 0.81066432563100665476 <feature_vector:value>
<feature_vector:value> 0.75224263059381879515 <feature_vector:value>

</feature_vector:X>
</feature_vector:Curve1D>

</feature_vector:Curve>
</feature vector:Feature Vector>

Fig. 4 Example of a feature vector XML file

descriptors. Firstly, the CBISC can be configured to per-
form queries involving different image properties (color,
texture, or shape). In this case, it is just required that
the extraction algorithm defined in an image descrip-
tor generates a feature vector XML file as specified in
Fig. 3. Secondly, the CBISC supports extraction algo-
rithms which create either 1D or 2D feature vectors.
Thus, 1D feature vectors can be generated for image
descriptors like the Color Histogram [22] and the Con-
tour Multiscale Fractal Dimension [23] shape descrip-
tor. Similarly, 2D feature vectors can be extracted by, for
example, the Contour Saliences [24] or the Curvature
Scale Space [25] shape descriptors.
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URI
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Fig. 5 XML schema for the CBISC configuration file

Figure 4 presents an example of a feature vector XML
file. In this case, the feature vectors were obtained by ap-
plying the image descriptor “Contour Multiscale Fractal
Dimension” [23] on image “fish0.pgm”. Note that this
feature vector is encoded in a 1D curve.

– CBISC XML Configuration
Once the feature vector XML files have been created,
the CBISC can be configured. Basically, this process
involves the creation of an XML configuration file de-
tailing which descriptors are available and the image
database related to this component. Figure 5 shows the
XML schema that defines the CBISC Configuration XML
file. DescriptorInformation includes a list of descrip-
tors that are supported by the CBISC. Each descriptor
is given in terms of its: name, extraction algorithm, dis-
tance computation algorithm, related feature vector size,
and location of corresponding feature vector files. Image
database information includes the number of images and
their location.
A list of predefined image descriptors (extraction and
distance computation algorithms) is available in a tool
we developed to configure the CBISC, called the CBISC
Configuration Tool, allowing a quick CBISC instantia-
tion for a new image collection. Examples include new
shape descriptors like the Contour Multiscale Fractal
Dimension and Shape Saliences, Beam Angle Statistics
- BAS) [23, 24, 26, 27], and color descriptors, such as
the BIC [28], and the Color Histogram [22]. Common
metrics like L1 and L2 (Euclidean distance) also are
supported.
Figure 6 presents a screen shot showing the CBISC Con-
figuration Tool developed to support CBISC designers in
the configuration process.

After the previous preliminary steps are performed, the
CBISC Designer is able to install the CBISC. This task
also is supported by the CBISC Configuration Tool. Basi-
cally, this process involves copying feature vectors and al-
gorithms (extraction and distance computation algorithms)
either from local directories or from remote sites (by using
OAI requests) to CBISC main directories. The location of
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Fig. 6 CBISC configuration tool screen shot

both the feature vectors and algorithms are defined in the
configuration step.

In fact, CBISC flexibility also relies on the support of
both locally and remotely defined feature vectors and algo-
rithms. In this sense, a CBISC Designer is able to config-
ure a CBISC even without having previous knowledge about
the algorithms (descriptors) code. This ease in configuration,
and the DL component philosophy, allows BIS designers
to easily combine distinct kinds of query features into the
system, thereby allowing different user-tailored BISs for the
same underlying archive base.

Note that the pre-processing of images into the image
descriptors repositories ensures scalability and promotes a
new, generic way of exposing image archives for creating
image-based services.

2.4 The combiner component

The Combiner component is responsible for combining
three different kinds of evidence: content-based retrieved
images, image metadata, and domain-specific metadata. Ba-
sically, it receives as input a specification of a query pat-
tern (query image) or query terms, decomposes and regroups
the input into sub-queries, and forwards these resulting sub-
queries to the appropriate search component (CBISC or
ESSEX). Next, it combines the obtained results (weighted
sets) by using an appropriate combination scheme, and re-
turns a ranked list containing the “most” similar objects
matching the original specification.

The combiner component has been implemented using
search modules found in the Java MARIAN system [29].
MARIAN is an indexing, search, and retrieval system op-
timized for digital libraries which has been developed at
Virginia Tech. Its search module is based on mapping ab-
stract object descriptions to weighted sets of objects. In this

case, the weight of each object in the set serves as a measure
of how well that object matches the description.

Given a collection of weighted sets, different searching
approaches can be used in the MARIAN system to com-
bine them. The most commonly used types of combination
include the maximization union and the summative union.
The maximization union keeps only the maximum value of
weighted objects that occur in incoming sets. The summa-
tive approach, on the other hand, calculates an average of
the sums of incoming object sets. Other weighting schemes
such as Euclidean distance or sum-of-squares also can be
used.

Consider for example, a Biodiversity Information Sys-
tem which manages fish descriptions (images and textual in-
formation) and recall the query discussed in the introduction.
In this query, a user provides an image as input (e.g., a photo
of an observed fish) and then asks the system to “Retrieve
all database images obtained from ‘Randall’s tank photos’
containing fish with contour shaped like that in the photo,
and that are found in the ‘Amazon basin.”’ This query deals
with three different kinds of evidence: content-based im-
age descriptors (image containing objects shaped like that in
the input photo), image metadata (images from “Randall’s
tank photos”), and domain-specific metadata (species from
“Amazon basin”).

Given that query, the combiner component proceeds as
follows:

1. Parse the original query. This process identifies which
search component will be activated and its parameters.

2. Dispatch the query image to the CBISC module.
3. Dispatch the expression “Randall’s tank photos” to the

ESSEX search engine which manages image metadata.
4. Dispatch the term “Amazon basin” to the ESSEX search

engine that manages domain-specific metadata.
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5. Each search engine returns XML files containing records
which match their respective queries.

6. These XML files are converted into weighted sets, which
are combined, by using, for example, the summative
union approach.

7. An XML file containing the final answer is returned to
the interface layer.

3 Experiments

As an illustration of how this generic architecture can be
instantiated, we implemented two Biodiversity Information
Systems concerning fish species. The image data consisted
of fish photos, and the domain-specific data concerned fish
and associated habitat descriptions. With these systems, we
carried out experiments to demonstrate the utility of our
approach.

3.1 Combination of evidences

The first experiment aimed at evaluating different strategies
to combine textual and image content descriptors, to support
exploratory searches, like the ones described in our motivat-
ing examples.

3.1.1 Data sources

The fish related data were obtained from FishBase [30],
available on CD-ROMs, as well as on-line [30]. FishBase
covers over 25,000 species of fish from all over the world,
including data about taxonomic classification, common
names, population dynamics, fish morphology, metabolism,
diet composition, trophic levels, food consumption, and
predators.

A subset of these data, including 703 species and 932 im-
ages, was used in this work. CBISC was configured to use
the Beam Angle Statistics (BAS) [26] shape descriptor. The
following describes the archives managed in this Biodiver-
sity Information System.

Domain-specific archive: The domain-specific archive con-
tained biodiversity metadata on fish and their ecosystems.
It included data about fish taxonomic classification (order,
family, genus, and species names), common names, syn-
onyms, ecological features (food items, diet remarks, etc.),
morphological descriptions (type of mouth and teeth, sexual
attributes, etc.), and a list of occurrences around the world.

Image archive: The image archive contained metadata on
fish images, and image descriptors. The main challenge in
processing the images has been finding appropriate descrip-
tors for the images, since species’ photos are not “well be-
haved”, because they are often taken using live (moving)
species instead of more controlled specimens (that are dead
and preserved). Therefore, photos that must be used present

many irregularities – such as shape distortions – not found
in more traditional image databases (e.g., landscapes or art-
work). These distortions complicate content-based retrieval.
This required a preprocessing step consisting of: image seg-
mentation, reducing image noise, and image binarization.

The image metadata includes the picture name, related
species code (fish ID), image format, color type, picture
type, when the picture was obtained, author name, when the
picture data were entered into the FishBase database, gen-
eral comments, and last modification date (concerning the
image).

3.1.2 Experimental setup

The experiments were intended to evaluate the effectiveness
achieved through the combined use of visual and textual fea-
tures. In this case, we considered each available image as a
query image. All images which depict fish belonging to the
same species were grouped into the same relevant set. The
average number of images in the relevant sets was 1.33. In
order to simulate the presence of users, textual search terms
were defined randomly for each query. A random attribute
was determined, and then a random textual term was ex-
tracted from it. This process was performed for both image
metadata and domain-specific descriptions.

Two combination strategies were evaluated: the maxi-
mization union and the summative union (see Sect. 2.4). The
best results are presented in Sect. 3.1.3.

3.1.3 Results

Figure 7 shows the precision versus recall graphs concerning
the use of textual evidence considering: only image metadata
(curve named ESSEX (IM) in Fig. 7), only domain-specific
information (curve ESSEX (DS)), the combination of the tex-
tual evidence using the maximization union strategy (curve
ESSEX(IM + DS)MaxUnion), and finally the combination
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Fig. 8 Precision versus recall curves for queries involving both the
MBSC and the CBISC search engines

of textual evidence using summative union (curve ESSEX
(IM + DS) SumUnion). Note that both combination-based
curves present the best results for recall values less than 0.9.
From this point on, all curves present a similar behavior.
The summative union curve is better than the maximization
union one until recall is equal to 0.8. From this point on, the
situation is slightly inverted. Note also the low values found
for precision. This behavior is due to the low number of ele-
ments in the relevant sets.

Figure 8 shows the precision versus recall graphs for
queries involving both the MBSC and the CBISC search
components. Seven different kinds of queries are evalu-
ated, considering: only the CBISC search engine (curve
named CBISC - BAS in Fig. 8); the combination of
queries on image content and textual information us-
ing the maximization union strategy (curves CBISC +
ESSEX(IM)MaxUnion, CBISC + ESSEX(DS)MaxUnion,
and CBISC + ESSEX(IM + DS)MaxUnion for image
metadata, domain-specific information, and both to-
gether, respectively); and the same combination, now
using the summative union strategy (curves CBISC +
ESSEX(IM)SumUnion, CBISC+ESSEX(DS)SumUnion, and
CBISC + ESSEX(IM + DS)SumUnion. The best result
(curve CBISC + ESSEX(IM + DS)SumUnion) concerns
the combination of the three available sources of evi-
dence, using summative union. The combination strate-
gies involving the maximization union strategy only yield
a better behavior (than the curve which considers the
use of CBISC separately), for recall values between 0.90
and 0.95.

The better performance of the summative union ap-
proach with the three sources further validates our assump-
tion that a combination of several heterogeneous sources
of evidence provides enhanced performance, since in this
method each source contributes to some degree to the final
score, while in the maximization union method only the ev-
idence with the highest score is kept in the final result set.

This result was used for tuning the system for the experi-
ments involving domain experts (Sect. 3.2).

3.2 Fish identification process

The second experiment involved a user study concerning
search retrieval techniques based on our architecture, used
to support the fish identification process. The study aimed
at comparing the effectiveness and quality of the proposed
method versus the traditional key-based approach, using a
task-oriented evaluation methodology. This research will po-
tentially have a major impact on the development of new
applications for supporting experts during the fish identifi-
cation process.

3.2.1 The problem

Given a mixed collection of specimens from a river, ichthy-
ologists face the problem of identifying which fish species
are present in that collection. Their aim is to determine
which taxonomic classification (e.g., family, genus, species)
is appropriate for a given specimen. The traditional approach
is based on the use of keys, that support identification using a
mechanism akin to binary decision trees [31]. Keys appear
in the form of dichotomous (two-branched) couplets. Each
couplet has two parts (e.g., 1a and 1b); each part of a couplet
contains one or more statements. The statements give diag-
nostic (distinguishing) characteristics (e.g., anatomy, color).
All statements in precisely one part of a couplet should fit
the fish at hand [31]. Keying involves a sequential compar-
ison of a specimen with a series of paired opposing state-
ments (the parts of the couplets). The process continues, fol-
lowing the applicable statements (those that characterize the
fish), until one ends at an identification [31]. For example,
Fig. 9 shows part of the key to families of freshwater fish of
Virginia extracted from [31].

Unfortunately, the identification process based on
keys suffers from many problems. A scientist knows

Fig. 9 Part of the key to families of freshwater fish of Virginia [31]
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approximately what the species is, and knows that one char-
acteristic will separate the species, but this might not help
with a static key. For a non-scientist, keys are often impos-
sible to understand since they include many technical terms.
This derives partly from the difficulty that specialist biolo-
gists sometimes have in translating their skill in identifying
organisms into a written and generally easy-to-use key [31].

We try to solve these problems with the key-based ap-
proach, by creating a fish identification system based on our
architecture. The main idea is to improve the fish identifica-
tion process by allowing users to perform successive queries
based on both fish shape information and textual descrip-
tions. Our hypothesis is that an information system which
supports different sources of evidences (textual description
plus image content description) is at least as effective in the
process of fish identification as the key-based method.

3.2.2 Data sources

The fish related data were obtained from [31] and from a
site recently created to help students in the fish identifica-
tion process [32]. The fish descriptions included data on over
200 species found in the Commonwealth of Virginia, USA,
including data related to taxonomic classification, common
names, fish morphology, metabolism, diet habits, etc. A sub-
set of these data, including 183 species and 187 images,
was used in this work. The following sections describe the
archives managed in this Biodiversity Information System.

Domain-specific archive: The domain-specific archive con-
tained biodiversity metadata on fish and their ecosys-
tems. It included data about fish taxonomic classification
(family, genus, species), common names, reproductive and
food habits, habitat description, information about similar
species, and morphological descriptions.

Image archive: In this experiment, we considered only im-
age content descriptors as the image archive. Current ex-
periments configured the CBISC to use the Beam Angle
Statistics (BAS) [26] shape descriptor. It was chosen after a
set of preliminary tests with end-users showed that it would
be a good descriptor for this collection.

3.2.3 Experimental setup

Seven subjects from the Department of Fisheries and
Wildlife Sciences at Virginia Tech were recruited—three ac-
tive researchers, one doctoral, two MSc and one undergrad-
uate student. The key selection requirement was expertise in
the ichthyology domain. Subjects of any age (over 18 years)
or gender were accepted in the study.

Task: Given a fish specimen, users were asked to identify
its corresponding family, genus, and species using both the
traditional key-based method, and by performing queries on
our system.

Procedure:

– 4 users tried to identify 10 specimens: 5 using the key-
based approach (first group of fishes) and 5 using the
computer system (second group).

– The other 3 users tried to identify the same fish speci-
mens, but used the approaches in the reverse order, con-
cerning the two groups of fish.

Opening questionnaire: Users were asked to fill out a ques-
tionnaire concerning their familiarity with computers and
search engines, as well as their expertise in the ichthyology
domain and, more specifically, in identifying fish species.

Measured indicators:

– effectiveness: number of correctly identified fish;
– “usability”: based on subjective grades (from 1 = low

to 10 = high). With regard to effectiveness and ease of
use of the proposed tasks, users were asked to grade both
methods. They also were asked to rate their understand-
ing of the computer-assisted fish identification process,
both before and after using the tool.

– performance: time spent during the process.

3.2.4 Results

This section presents the experimental results concerning the
use of the key-based approach and the computer system for
identifying fish species.

On average, users performed 2.5 queries when using the
computer system to correctly identify a specimen. 90 queries
were performed: 22.2% including only textual terms, 30.0%
based only on image content description, and 47.8% using
both sources of evidences. An example of a query includ-
ing both textual and image descriptor information was: “re-
trieve fish descriptions of all fish whose shape is similar
to that shown in Fig. 10, which belong to genus ‘notropis,’
which have ‘large eyes’ and ‘dorsal stripe,’ and have been
observed in both the ‘New’ and ‘Tennessee’ rivers.”

Figure 11 presents a screen shot showing the interface
used to define queries by using the fish identification tool.
Here, the user can formulate the previous query by selecting
on the screen the fish outline that is closest to the request. In
addition, text parameters can be entered at the bottom.

Questionnaire: Users were, in general, familiar with com-
puters (five out of seven were “fairly familiar” or “very fa-
miliar”, while two were “somewhat familiar”). A similar
result was found when the users were asked to grade their

Fig. 10 Example of shape outline used to define a query
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Fig. 11 Screen shot of the fish identification tool

familiarity with search engines (e.g., Google). Six out of
seven users were “fairly familiar” (four) or “very familiar”
(two) with search engines. Only one user was “somewhat
familiar.”

With respect to their expertise in identifying fish species,
users were asked to rate (from 1 = low to 10 = high) their
ability in this task. They rated themselves fairly expert in this
task (on average, 7.44). All students had taken courses where
fish species were studied (six out of seven have studied this
two or more times).

Effectiveness: Table 1 shows the percentage of correctly
classified specimens. All users were able to assign correctly
the family name of a specimen, using either method. How-
ever, when using the computer system, a higher number
of genus and species names were identified (91.4% against
82.9% for genus and 62.9% against 51.4% for species). This
result suggests that the proposed information system is more
effective than the key-based approach to support the fish
identification process.

Usability After performing the tasks, users were asked to
rate (from 0 = low to 10 = high) how effective and how
easy both approaches are. Table 2 presents the average re-
sults. According to these results, the key-based approach

Table 1 Number of correctly identified specimens

Fish identification method

Taxonomy level Key (%) Computer system (%)

Family 100.0 100.0
Genus 82.9 91.4
Species 51.4 62.9

was perceived by the subjects to be slightly more effective
(8.1 against 7.7), while the computer-assisted method was
judged easiest (6.9 against 4.9). The results obtained for the
effectiveness subjective metric can be justified based on the
familiarity of the users in identifying fish species by using
keys. Furthermore, even though this method was felt to be
more effective, the number of correctly identified specimen
(see Table 1) shows the opposite result.

Users also were asked to rate their understanding of
the computer-assisted fish identification process, both be-
fore and after this experiment. Table 3 shows the average
grades. This result (improvement from 4.4 to 8.0) confirms
that users were able to learn how to use our information sys-
tem for identifying fish species.

Performance: Table 4 shows the average time required to
correctly identify a specimen. By using the computer-based
approach, users can identify species more quickly than by

Table 2 Average grades for subjective measures

Fish identification method

Subjective measure Key Computer system

How effective 8.1 7.7
How easy 4.9 6.9

Table 3 Average grade for user understanding of the computer-
assisted fish identification process

Understanding

Before 4.4
After 8.0
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Table 4 Average time in minutes required to identify correctly a spec-
imen

Fish identification method

Key Computer system

6.1 4.1

using the key-based approach (4.1 minutes against 6.1 min-
utes). Users of the computer system spent most of this time
browsing the results. The system response time was less than
2 seconds, on average.

General comments: In general, users believe that the
computer-assisted approach can be very useful to help them
identify fish specimens. We list below some of their com-
ments (that relate to our evaluation, and that also can help
guide future refinements of our methods):

– “Pictures on computer-based approach were much more
helpful than diagrams in key-based approach”;

– “The key-based approach is fine to the family level,
sometimes, to genus. But it requires dissections, too
many subjective judgments to identify species for large
families—e.g., Percidae and Cyprinidae. Computer ap-
proach (is) thus much more convenient. (It) certainly can
get you to the genus and sometimes to species”;

– “The best approach is a mix. Have the computer help you
through the key by providing lots of pictures, including
pictures of fish showing key features in the key . . .”;

– “For some of these species, a key is required. I think that
many misidentification could result from the computer-
based approach. The computer-based approach could
work well with live specimens”;

– “If I had more practice with the computer, I may come
to prefer that”;

– “(The computer system) uses multiple terms for the same
thing (. . . ), but the computer does not recognize these as
identical. Maybe it would help to create a glossary so
user knows which terms to choose”;

– “The program is great and can be useful for experts and
beginners. I suggest leaving the family names with the
form outlines so that people with experience can narrow
search results more quickly.”

4 Related work

The research described in this paper differs from related re-
search in the sense that it takes advantage of tailored DL
protocols to seamlessly combine textual and content-based
retrieval for biodiversity applications. Furthermore, the use
of the software engineering notion of component ensures
appropriate encapsulation of data and procedures, which
allows reuse of the components developed in other DL ini-
tiatives involving content-based retrieval.

There are some other DL initiatives for the biodiver-
sity domain. One example concerns floristic digital libraries

(FDL) [33–35]. These are distributed virtual spaces compris-
ing botanical data repositories and a variety of services of-
fered to library patrons to facilitate the use and extension of
existing knowledge about plants. FDLs use an agent-based
infrastructure to manage information about taxonomic keys,
distribution maps, illustrations, and treatments (morpholog-
ical descriptions). Content-based retrieval, however, is not
supported.

Another example is the Taiwanese digital museum of
butterflies, an initiative of National Chi-Nan University and
the National Museum of Natural Center [36]. This digi-
tal library contains 6 modules: XML-based information or-
ganization of digitized butterfly collections, content-based
image retrieval of butterflies, a synchronized multimedia
exhibition, compositional FAQ, interactive games of a but-
terfly ecosystem, and on-line courseware on butterflies. Even
though XML documents describing butterfly species are in-
dexed and retrieved by a search engine, this digital library
does not support queries that combine image content and
textual data.

DL efforts that deal with images appear in other do-
mains. An example is the work of Zhu et al. [37], which
presents a content-based image retrieval digital library that
supports geographical image retrieval. The system man-
ages airplane photos which can be retrieved through texture
descriptors. Key goals of the Alexandria Digital Library
ADL [38] and its successor (the Alexandria Digital Earth
Prototype System (ADEPT) [39] are to build a distributed
digital library accessible over the Internet for geograph-
ically referenced materials including maps, satellite im-
ages, etc., along with their associated metadata. The ADL
system applied image-processing techniques to achieve
content(texture)-based access to satellite images. Both ini-
tiatives, however, have limited support for queries simulta-
neously involving image content properties and textual data.

Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) presents sev-
eral challenges and has been subject to extensive re-
search from many domains, such as image processing or
database systems [40–47]. Database researchers are con-
cerned with indexing [15, 48] and querying [45], whereas
image processing experts worry about extracting appro-
priate image descriptors (e.g., shape descriptors [49]). In
fact, several applications requiring content-based querying
and searching of images abound and can be found in a
number of different domains, ranging from art and cul-
tural imaging [50] to biomedical image databases [51].
State-of-the-art research in this CBIR area includes, for ex-
ample, work on defining generic image descriptors (e.g.,
wavelets [52, 50]) and on applying machine learning
techniques (e.g., [53, 54]) to improve image searching
effectiveness.

Other important initiatives in the CBIR domain include
[12–14] or more recently [52, 55–57], which also support
search of images according to their content information.
Even though these systems are shown to be effective, they
cannot be easily customized for different domains. Firstly,
most have a pre-defined and not extensible set of image
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descriptors. In addition, since they do not take advantage of
the component philosophy, they cannot be reused and cou-
pled to other information systems. The CBISC component
presented in this paper overcomes these limitations.

In the video retrieval domain, Christel et al. [58] extract
geographic references from videos aiming at improving ac-
cess to the Informedia Digital Video Library. The available
video retrieval process is based on date (when), word occur-
rences (what), and location information (where), extracted
from the narrative and from the text regions in the video
segments. Interactive maps are used to display places dis-
cussed in a video segment. The user can interact with these
maps through toolbar icons that enable zooming in and out,
panning, accessing details relevant to the video content, and
selecting search areas. Content-based video retrieval is not
supported.

Different strategies have been proposed, aiming at sup-
porting the combination of textual information and visual
content in the image retrieval proccess [59–63]. One ap-
proach [50, 61, 63] has been to combine textual informa-
tion with visual contents by using Latent Semantic Indexing
(LSI) and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to support
image retrieval on the WWW. The combination strategy of
Nakagawa et al. [60] is based on clustering image objects ac-
cording to their visual features and mapping the created clus-
ters into related words determined by psychological stud-
ies. A different approach is presented in [62]. In this system,
the unification of keywords and feature contents is based on
a seamless joint querying and relevance feedback scheme.
Keyword annotations for each image are converted into a
vector which expresses the probability of a given keyword
appearing for a given image. An algorithm for the learning
of word similarities during a relevance feedback process also
is presented. Lu et al. [59] propose a strategy based on se-
mantic networks and relevance feedback to deduce and uti-
lize the images’ content for retrieval. Lewis et al. [50] uses
wavelet-based descriptors to encode image content informa-
tion and textual descriptions encoded in RDF to support art
image retrieval. They do not present how results obtained
from queries that use both image content and text informa-
tion are merged/combined.

In contrast to the monolithic-method adopted by the
aforementioned solutions, our approach calculates the com-
bination of textual and visual content in different and au-
tonomous modules that can be extended independently. In
addition, large systems are too complex [61, 63] to be eas-
ily configured for a new domain. Yet, some employ helpful
search process techniques (relevance feedback, word sim-
ilarity learning, content semantic definitions) [59, 60, 62]
which are not yet available in our architecture. Fortunately,
such techniques and combination strategies can be easily
adopted in our architecture. New combiners just have to
follow the HTTP-based communication protocol presented
here.

The XML schema adopted in our Content-Based Image
Search Component to encode feature vectors (see Fig. 3) is
similar to MPEG-7 [64, 65] solutions to describe multimedia

data content. MPEG-7, for example, includes a Descrip-
tion Definition Language (DDL), which defines representa-
tion data structures, such as matrices and arrays, to encode
feature vectors of different visual features. Furthermore, the
MPEG-7 initiative also standardizes a set of descriptors ap-
plied to images and/or videos [66, 67]. Current work inves-
tigates both the use of MPEG-7-based tags to define generic
feature vectors (not limited to vector data structures) and the
incorporation of MPEG-7 image descriptors into the CBISC
descriptor set.

5 Conclusions

Interoperability has been a central research area in the digital
library domain [68]. The OAI protocol has been used to pro-
mote interoperability solutions for different digital libraries
initiatives [5, 69]. Following this trend, this paper presented
an OAI-based generic digital library architecture for inte-
grated management of image descriptors and textual infor-
mation. The solution proposed is based on using DL com-
ponents which are mostly new or recently developed. This
architecture is easily extensible, and provides users with a
considerable degree of flexibility in data management. This
solution solves many current problems in this kind of sys-
tem, allowing handling of images and textual information in
an integrated fashion.

A new Content-Based Image Search Component was
presented that supports queries on image collections. Since
this component is based on OAI principles, it provides an
easy-to-install search engine to query images by content. It
can be readily tailored for a particular collection by a domain
expert, who carries out a clearly defined set of pilot experi-
ments. It supports the use of different types of vector-based
image descriptors (metric and non-metric; color, texture, and
shape descriptors; with different data structures to represent
feature vectors), which can be chosen based on the pilot ex-
periment, and then easily combined to yield improved effec-
tiveness. Besides, it encapsulates a metric index structure to
speed up the search process, that can be easily configured
for different image collections.

To illustrate our claim that our architecture can be ap-
plied to several domains, this paper describes its application
in building two Biodiversity Information Systems, dealing
with different collections of fish species. Firstly, we per-
formed experiments concerning the combination of textual
and image content information (from FishBase). Preliminary
results show that when both textual and visual information
are used in the image retrieval process, results are, in gen-
eral, better than those achievable using only visual or textual
information. On the average, better results were found by
using the summative union combination strategy. Secondly,
we have evaluated the use of the proposed architecture to
help experts in the process of identifying Virginia fresh-
water fish. Results show that the fish identification process
based on our information system is more effective, easier,
and less time consuming than that based on the traditional
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key-based approach. We have been working to provide stu-
dents in ichthyology courses at the Department of Fisheries
and Wildlife Sciences at Virginia Tech with an information
system based on our architecture, aiming at supporting the
process of learning new fish species.

Ongoing work concerns the instantiation of the proposed
architecture in other domains. For instance, we are trying
to combine queries on image content with textual descrip-
tion in the archaeology domain [70]. In this case, the im-
age collection comprises photos of archaeological artifacts
(e.g., pottery, coins, etc.) and the domain-specific collec-
tion corresponds to both archaeological site information and
artifact descriptions. Preliminary experiments confirm the
reusability of the components developed. Future work also
includes performing user experiments to evaluate the differ-
ent combination strategies which can be used by the Com-
biner Component. We also intend to evaluate other image
descriptors [22, 23, 25, 28] in the combination pro-
cess. Finally, experiments aiming at evaluating the perfor-
mance/scalability of our architecture considering datasets
with different sizes and by taking into account the execu-
tion of different queries simultaneously will be performed
as well.
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